Abstract

Angelina Yuen-Tsang has been involved in the development of social work education in Hong Kong, the Chinese mainland and Asia for over forty years. She is deeply convinced that social work education is a catalyst for social change and development and could be a powerful force in generating hope and transformation for social betterment. As our world is experiencing the unprecedented challenges created by the COVID-19 pandemic, and when people in all corners of the world are engulfed by a deep sense of hopelessness and helplessness, the collective responsibility of the social work community to engender hope and transformation through education and practice is pivotal to the continuing sustainable development of our society.

In this lecture, Angelina will discuss on the centrality of hope to social work education and practice and the transformative power that it could bring. Angelina concurs with Freire’s articulation that “without hope there is no way we can even start thinking about education” (Freire, 2007, p.87). She believes that it is only when social work education is firmly grounded on a culture of hope, and that members of the education community actively practice a “pedagogy of hope” (Freire 1994), that the transformative power of education among students, teachers, and community partners could be evoked. On the contrary, a social work programme which complies with professional standards and excels in academic scholarship and state-of-art practice skills, but without an orientation of hope for the future good, then it is an education without a soul.

As a case study, Angelina will share her own trajectory of hope and transformation in her journey in co-constructing social work education in Mainland China together with her colleagues, students, and community partners. She will first provide a snapshot of the evolvement of social work in China and particularly the
drastic transformation of the system that had taken place during the past thirty years. She will then illustrate with real-life examples the ways in which the strong sense of hope and impetus for social transformation was evoked during the social work education process, and how these students and their peers demonstrated active human agency in developing social agreements between governments and the population they serve to spearhead positive social change and co-build inclusive social transformation in China.

Finally, Angelina will reflect on her thirty years’ trajectory of hope and transformation in co-constructing social work education in China and reflect on its implications on partnership relationships in international social work. She believes that the sharing of common hope and vision, genuine trust and respect for diversity, the use of dialogical approach and participatory action research processes, and the practice of humility by all parties involved are pivotal to the future development of international social work.
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